Gadget Grips® PEARL™ Football
Patent: 8,518,510

**LAYOUT:** 100%

**PRODUCT SIZE:** 2 1/4” W X 1 5/16” H

**IMPRINT AREA:** Entire Area Plus 1/8” Bleed

(Please Note PMS Colors Will Not Print As An Exact Match)

Dashed Line = Die Cut Line

——— = Live Area.

Please make sure all important information is within the live area.
Dashed Line = Die Cut Line

= Live Area.

Please make sure all important information is within the live area.
Gadget Grips® PEARL™
Rectangle
Patent: 8,518,510

LAYOUT: 100%

PRODUCT SIZE: 2 1/4” W X 1 1/4” H

IMPRINT AREA: Entire Area Plus 1/6” Bleed

Dashed Line = Die Cut Line

——— = Live Area.

Please make sure all important information is within the live area.
Dashed Line = Die Cut Line

= Live Area.

Please make sure all important information is within the live area.
Gadget Grips® PEARL™ Square
Patent: 8,518,510

LAYOUT: 100%

PRODUCT SIZE: 1 11/16” W X 1 1/2” H
IMPRINT AREA: Entire Area Plus 1/8” Bleed

(Please Note PMS colors will not print as an exact match)

Dashed Line = Die Cut Line

——— = Live Area.

Please make sure all important information is within the live area.